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1 INTRODUCTION 

The devastating damage caused by earthquake and 
tsunami loading in recent times has made clear the 
responsibility on the modern engineer to protect 
populations from these natural hazards. Dual row 
retaining walls are currently being constructed by the 
piling company Giken Ltd to protect coastal areas in 
Japan. The structure is illustrated conceptually in 
Figure 1. The two rows of sheet pile walls are 
implanted into existing levees with the pile heads 
typically connected by tie rods. This allows tall 
structures to be produced which have a relatively 
small lateral extent.  

The concept of two tied parallel rows of piled walls 
was implemented to achieve a large lateral resistance 
of the retaining wall system to both Earthquake and 
Tsunami loading. The destructive Tsunamis in recent 
times have been triggered by a preceding Earthquake. 
Thus, the evaluation of the performance of these 
structures under earthquake loading is a crucial goal.  

The seismic design of such structures often relies 
on simplistic predictions of the limiting earth pressure 
distributions, such as those described by Mononobe 
and Matsuo (1929) or Okabe (1926).  The simplifying 
assumptions built into these equations have been 
discussed in previous literature (Steedman and Zeng, 
1990). Further, the applicability of these predictions 
to the novel case of a dual row retaining walls has not 
been well established. Ultimately, the earth pressures 
that develop will depend on the strains that are 
induced in the soil, which will depend on the manner 
in which the structure responds to lateral loading. 
Though accurate prediction of the static or dynamic 
earth pressures represent significant academic 

challenges, the need to check the simplified bounds 
used for industrial applications may be motivated 
both from a safety or efficiency perspective.     

This paper will concentrate on attempts to measure 
the dynamic earth pressures developed during seismic 
tests on model dual row structures in a geotechnical 
centrifuge. High frequency tactile pressures sensors, 
manufactured by Tekscan®, were used to try record 
the earth pressures. The processing techniques 
employed to go from the raw Tekscan® output to 
estimates of the soil pressure distribution during the 
earthquakes will be explained, and insights into the 
behavior of the dual row structure commented upon.  

 
Figure 1. Dual Row Retaining Wall Concept 
 
2 CENTRIFUGE MODEL 

It is well recognized that the behavior of soil is 
non-linear even at small strains, and thus it is 
incumbent on geotechnical physical modelers to 
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ensure that the stresses expected in the field are 
applied to the model. A geotechnical centrifuge 
allows this criteria to be met whilst requiring only 
small scale models to be constructed. An additional 
advantage for investigating the seismic performance 
of geotechnical structures is that the models can be 
inexpensively tested to destruction. 

In the experiments discussed here, the 10 m Turner 
beam centrifuge at the University of Cambridge was 
utilized, as described by Schofield (1980). The 
centrifuge applied an acceleration of 60 g at a point 
2/3 the height of the dual row retaining wall structure. 
The recently developed Servo-hydraulic shaker was 
used to impart the earthquake accelerations to the 
model. The details of the theory and operation of the 
shaker are discussed by Madabhushi et al (2012).  

Figure 2 illustrates the centrifuge model and the 
instruments discussed in this paper. In order to 
minimize boundary effects from the earthquake 
loading a laminar box was used; a type of model 
container which ensures the model boundaries 
deform equivalently to the enclosed material. A dense 
soil model ( 90%) was created using the 
automatic sand pourer (Madabhushi et al, 2006) 
which uses the dry pluviation method to achieve 
uniform and repeatable relative densities. Some 
salient properties of the S28 Hostun sand used are as 
follows: 2.65, 0.424	 ,
	0.56, 1.01	and	 33°	(Mitrani, 2006). 
During pouring of the sand the dual wall system was 
placed. Installing the walls at 1 g means that the 
construction process is not well modelled by these 
centrifuge tests and the static in-situ stresses may not 
reflect the field case. However, following the 
application of large earthquake loading the field stress 
state will be better captured by the model as the soil 
tends to the limit states in both cases. The 
instrumentation discussed in this paper will be the 
tactile pressuring sensing Tekscan® sheets inside and 
outside the right wall, piezoelectric accelerometers 
measuring input acceleration, the load cells 
measuring the tie forces between the walls and the full 
bridge strain gauges measuring the bending strains in 
the right wall. The details of the prototype wall 
system being simulated are given in Table 1. Unless 
stated otherwise the results will be given at the 
prototype scale and the sign convention adopted is 
that positive forces and displacements are rightwards. 

 
Table 1. Details of walls at the prototype scale 
 

Variable Value Unit
Total Wall Height 12 m 
Embedment depth 6 m 
Wall Thickness 0.36 m 
Bending Stiffness 272 MNm2 /m
Tie Length 6 m 
Axial Tie Stiffness 1826 MN / m

 
   

 

Figure 2. Centrifuge Model Schematic (top) and 
photographed (bottom) 
 
3 TACTILE PRESSURE SENSORS 

The horizontal effective stresses that develop in 
the soil are a key consideration for many embedded 
geotechnical structures. The use of tactile pressure 
sensors to measure the earth pressures represents a 
minimally invasive option to obtain key 
measurements for both practical design and 
verification of academic models. The system 
developed by Tekscan® is one such option for small 
scale physical models used in a centrifuge.  

The sensing sheets used in this work are pictured 
in Figure 2. Two strips of ‘5250−250 psi′ sheets (i.e. 
capable of measuring up to 1724 kPa) were used. The 
sheets contained approximately 35 rows and 11 
columns giving a total of 385 sensing elements, each 
with an area of 31.23 mm2.	The	strips	had	a	width	
of	60	mm	and	spanned	the	middle	quarter	of	the	
wall,	as	shown	in	Figure	2.		 

Paikowsky and Hajduk (1997) is an example of 
early work concentrating on the application of the 
Tekscan® system to granular materials, and 
additionally details the physical construction and 
operation of the sensing sheets – i.e. how a change in 
conductivity proportional to the applied pressure is 
translated from an electrical signal to a digital output 
which varies between 0 and 255. The paper 
emphasizes the need to carefully calibrate the sheets 
when used for geotechnical applications. 
Specifically, the possible requirement to calibrate 
each sensing element individually. The importance of 
calibrating the Tekscan® sheets by applying the 
pressure via a granular interface, rather than directly 
to the sheets is also highlighted. When using a 
pressure bladder for example each sensing element 
should experience a uniform pressure. However, 
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because grains of sand apply the pressure to the sheets 
at discrete points, each sensing element may not 
experience a uniform pressure. This can lead to a 
different average conductivity, and thus output from 
the sensing element for the equivalent input pressure. 
The dependence of the calibration factor on the ratio 
of the grain size or number of contacts and the sensing 
area for the Tekscan® sheets has not been well 
established, but by applying the calibrating pressure 
through the same material the uncertainty can be 
mitigated.  

One challenge with calibrating the sheets for 
centrifuge applications is how to recreate the large 
stresses expected in the centrifuge at 1 g, especially 
given the need to apply the pressure through the 
granular material being investigated. El Ganainy et al 
(2013) discuss the possibility of calibrating the sheets 
in a centrifuge by placing the sheets horizontally in a 
simple soil model and linking the known weight of 
supported soil at different g levels to the Tekscan® 
output. The sheets are then removed and placed 
vertically in the actual soil model for measuring 
lateral soil pressures. However, the need to create 
additional flat soil models at the same relative density 
as the real test, as well as fly the centrifuge just to 
calibrate the Tekscan® sheets is labor and cost 
intensive. The method used in this paper combines 
calibration at 1 g with the results from the centrifuge 
to aim to provide an accurate but quicker way to use 
the Tekscan® sheets in centrifuge models.  

 
4 TEKSCAN® CALIBRATION AND 

SENSITIVITY ADJUSTMENT  

The first step of the process was to find an average 
calibration factor to be applied to all of the sensing 
elements. This was simply achieved by using a 
pneumatic piston to apply a series of known loads to 
the Tekscan® sheets and measuring the total output 
across all the sensing elements. For the data presented 
in this paper the piston applied the pressure to sheets 
which were held between metal plates padded with 
foam. It is recognized this step of the calibration 
process could be improved in the future by placing 
the sheets between layers of soil. Nevertheless, 
though the sensing elements may have not been 
equally loaded, by relating the applied load to the 
total output an average calibration factor can be found 
if the sensing elements are equally sensitive.  

Having obtained an average calibration factor for 
the sensing elements, the individual sensitivity of 
each element is corrected for using the data collected 
during the swing up stages. Figure 3 illustrates the 
typical raw output from the two sheets placed inside 
and outside the wall, in this case after several 
earthquakes. For the problem investigated where the 
Tekscan® sheets are placed along smooth walls, one 
would expect the pressure in the plane strain direction 
to be equal as effects such as arching can be 

neglected. Previous research using the Tekscan® 
sheets has often gone on to average the values in both 
the plane strain and vertical direction to reduce the 
apparent scatter in the data.  

Figure 3. Raw output from Tekscan® sheets  
 
However, by recognizing that the individual 

sensing elements may have different sensitivities and 
correcting for this, the apparent scatter in the data can 
be reduced. During swing up the raw output from 
each sheet was recorded as the centrifuge was held at 
given g levels. For each sensing element a linear fit 
was constructed linking the raw output value to the g 
level. Physically, this is based on the fact that as the g 
level is increased the soil stress should increase 
linearly, and that the Tekscan® can be taken to 
respond linearly above certain threshold pressures 
(Paikowsky and Hajduk, 1997).   

The gradients of the linear fits of raw output 
against g level for each sensing element is then 
normalized by the mean of the gradients for each row. 
This produces an estimate of the sensitivity of each 
sensing element relative to its row. It is important to 
do this per row as each row of the sheet experiences 
a different change in pressure during swing up. The 
normalised sensitivities are applied to each sensing 
element as well as the calibration factor to improve 
the accuracy of future measurements.  

Figure 4 illustrates the effect of only adjusting for 
the different sensitivities, based on the distribution 
measured after the first earthquake. This method of 
correction may be advantageous for numerous 
reasons. The Tekscan® sheets can be placed directly 
as required in the actual model without additional 
centrifuge tests and it avoids the soil experiencing 
additional loading and unloading as the centrifuge is 
swung up and down. Further, by correcting for the 
sensitivity of each element, rather than averaging 
across the rows the advantage of having multiple 
independent sensing strips to measure the soil 
pressure distribution is maintained. Once the 
accuracy between columns of data is improved, the 
confidence in future predictions is also increased. The 
solid lines in Figure 4 indicates a trimmed mean of 
the data points, where the extreme 20 % of each row 
of data is ignored from the average. 
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As previously mentioned, previous work using the 
Tekscan® sheets has averaged the readings across the 
rows as well as the columns to reduce the apparent 
scatter in the data. Comparing the solid lines in Figure 
4 it can be seen adjusting for the sensitivity of the 
sensing elements has reduced some of the oscillation 
with depth, producing a ‘smoother’ lateral stress 
variation. Averaging across the rows would result in 
even smoother distributions but reduces the spatial 
resolution of the Tekscan® sheets, and can 
erroneously reduce peaks in the measured soil 
pressure distribution. Thus for the remainder of the 
work the soil pressure distributions will be calibrated 
and corrected as shown in Figure 4. Figure 5 
illustrates the full procedure carried out on the swing 
up data. 

 
Figure 4. Correcting for the sensing element sensitivity 

individually 
 
As previously discussed, due to the installation of 

the walls before swing up the distribution of stresses 
in Figure 5 is not reflective of the static pressures that 
are likely to develop in the field. Nevertheless, the 
distributions do appear physically reasonable. Both 
distributions show a general increase with depth, as 
one would expect as the vertical effective stress 
increases. Further, the soil on the outside of the wall 
shows larger stresses, as dictated by the condition of 
horizontal equilibrium. 

 
Figure 5. Inferred soil pressures during Swing up  
 

5 MEASURING DYNAMIC EARTH 
PRESSURES  

In illustrating the use of the Tekscan® sheets to 
measure the dynamic earth pressures generated 
around the retaining wall during the earthquake 
loading, two earthquakes will be considered. The 
response during a sine sweep will be considered to 
illustrate the dynamic response, whilst the 
measurements during a tone burst will be used to 
draw conclusions regarding the measured soil 
pressure profiles.  

The Tekscan® sheets were logged at a sampling 
rate of approximately 700 Hz. Whilst this is lower 
than the sampling rates typically used for instruments 
in dynamic tests (~ 6 kHz) it is still higher than the 
Nyquist frequency for most earthquake events at 
intermediate g levels. Taking earthquakes to have 
most of their energy concentrated between 1 to 3 Hz, 
at 60 g this implies a Nyquist frequency of 360 Hz. 
Sampling faster than this limits any higher frequency 
signals being aliased onto the measurements, for 
example from structural vibrations. Because the 
Tekscan® sheets use proprietary logging software the 
times from the instrument and Tekscan® data sets 
were synchronized using the peak matching 
technique.  

 
Figure 6. Variation of soil pressure and Tie force during full 

sine sweep (top) and zoomed in (bottom) 
 
Figure 6 illustrates the variation recorded by the 

Tekscan® sheets in terms of the total force inside and 
outside the wall as a sine sweep ranging from 1 to 100 
Hz, (i.e 0.017 to 1.7 Hz prototype scale) was applied. 
Dashti et al (2012) considered the dynamic 
performance of the Tekscan® sheets in terms of the 
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required sampling rate and the frequency response of 
the sheets. The sheets were found to attenuate signals 
at higher frequencies, which can be corrected using 
an experimentally derived transfer function. At 100 
Hz, Dashti et al (2012) find the correction required to 
be of the order of 1.2. Due to differences in the setup 
and system used, the correction was not applied to the 
results in this paper though the possible under 
predictions of peak stresses at large loading rates 
should be borne in mind.  

From Figure 6, a number of points can be deduced. 
The total force inside and outside the wall broadly 
appears to follow the input sine sweep in terms of 
frequency and magnitude. As one would expect, the 
total force inside the wall is larger than the total force 
outside the wall, thus requiring the tie rod to supply a 
tensile force for overall equilibrium. It is interesting 
to note that the residual total forces are increased 
relative to before the earthquake, suggesting that 
earth pressures are ‘locked in’ following the seismic 
loading. Though the variation in acceleration is 
symmetric, the oscillations in the soil force appears to 
be biased towards the loading direction, likely due to 
irrecoverable soil straining.  

Closer examination of the variation with time 
reveals an interesting relationship between the forces 
inside and outside the wall. Whilst the positive 
acceleration causes a peak in the total force inside the 
wall this coincides with a trough in the external soil 
force. This can be related to the idea of the soil 
cycling between active and passive conditions as the 
wall moves into or away from it. The dynamic 
oscillations for the soil outside the wall are larger than 
inside; an observation in line with the soil cycling 
between active conditions and the larger passive earth 
pressures required of the soil outside the wall.  

Figure 7, which illustrates the soil pressure 
distributions during a tone burst of 1 Hz, exhibits a 
similar trend. At the instant when the acceleration is 
at a minimum (time 2), the soil pressure inside the 
wall is smaller whilst outside the wall the earth 
pressures are larger. We may describe the soil inside 
the wall as approaching some form of active 
condition whilst the soil outside the wall is tending 
towards a passive state. When the acceleration is at a 
maximum (time 1) the earth pressures both inside and 
outside the wall tend to the opposite state. The fact 
that the peak inside the wall is smaller may be due to 
the larger height of soil not requiring the ‘full’ passive 
state in order to balance the active conditions of the 
smaller height of soil outside the wall.  

Larger earth pressures will also be mobilized 
where the wall movements are larger. For the case of 
the fairly rigid walls used in these tests this will be 
away from the point of rotation. Unlike a single 
propped retaining wall, dual row retaining walls need 
not rotate about the tie rod. Locations at which the soil 
pressure is small may indicate the point of rotation of 
the wall. From Figure 7 this could be the point 1 m 

below the outer soil surface, where the pressure is a 
local minimum during both halves of the earthquake 
loading.  

Overall, it is clear that the distributions measured 
in Figure 7 are not well captured by the simplistic 
triangular distributions usually assumed in 
calculations.  

Figure 7. Soil pressures measured during earthquake loading  
 
A difficulty with using the tactile pressure sensors 

in novel applications is how to establish the accuracy 
of the suggested pressure distributions. The use of 
additional instruments to see if the data forms a 
consistent set is one option. Table 2 shows attempts 
at quantifying the error in the force and moment 
predictions based on the condition of overall 
horizontal equilibrium and rotational equilibrium 
about the base. The total force applied laterally by the 
soil was calculated using the Tekscan® measurements 
and combined with the tie rod forces to check 
horizontal equilibrium. It should be noted this 
neglects any possible base shear. The same forces 
were multiplied by their corresponding lever arms 
about the base to check rotational equilibrium. When 
there is no earthquake loading both calculations 
should yield zero.  

 
Table 2. Assessing accuracy of Tekscan® based on 

horizontal and rotational equilibrium condition 
 

Time 
Balancing 

Force  
Balancing Moment 

kN / m kNm /m
Pre-

Earthquake 33.1 123.1 

Post-
Earthquake 18.3 -9.4 

 
Table 2 shows the results from calculating the 

required balancing force and moment before and after 
the earthquake is applied. The magnitude of the 
balancing force is fairly reasonable both before and 
after the earthquake, especially considering the 
possibility of base shear and that the total forces are 
of the order of 100 kN /m. The total overturning and 
resisting moments were found to be of the order of a 
few hundred kNm /m. Thus the error in the rotational 
equilibrium is rather large before the earthquake but 
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very slight after the earthquake. As discussed 
previously, the locking in of stresses post-earthquake 
may have improved the Tekscan® output, as the tactile 
sheets perform more reliably at larger applied 
stresses.     

Another method to check the soil pressure 
distribution is illustrated by Figure 8 which shows 
two bending moment profiles measured by the strain 
gauges placed along the height of the wall. The 
distributions are at times 1 and 2, as shown on the 
input acceleration trace in Figure 7. The discrete 
measurement points are joined by a cubic spline.  

The soil pressure distributions at these times were 
numerically integrated twice, using the boundary 
conditions that the bending moment must be zero at 
the top and bottom of the wall to produce the 
equivalent bending moment predictions from the 
Tekscan® data. From Figure 8 it can be seen a few 
salient features are correctly predicted. Whilst there 
is a discrepancy in the magnitude of the bending 
moment profiles, the overall shapes of the 
distributions match well.  The discrepancy in the peak 
values could be due to either the calibration factor or 
the frequency response of the Tekscan® sheets during 
the dynamic loading. It is interesting to note both 
measurements suggest the location of the peak 
bending moment changes as the direction of the 
acceleration cycles.  

 Figure 8. Comparing bending moment prediction from 
strain gauges and inferred from Tekscan®  

 
6 CONCLUSIONS 

The idea of two parallel rows of retaining walls 
used to withstand Tsunami loading is an intriguing 
concept from both a structural and geotechnical 
viewpoint. Ensuring the performance of these 
structures under the preceding earthquake loading is 
important, and the use of a geotechnical centrifuge 
offers an accurate and cost effective option to 
investigate the problem.  

Traditional instrumentation such as strain gauges 
and load cells can be used to assess the structural 
performance, but the behavior of the dual row 
structure will ultimately depend on the soil pressures 
developed inside and outside the walls. The potential 

of tactile pressure sensors to elucidate the soil 
behavior under dynamic loading was discussed in this 
paper.  

In agreement with previous work in this area, the 
need to carefully calibrate the sheets in order to 
improve the accuracy of the pressure measurements 
was discussed. A method of accounting for the 
different sensitivity of the sensing elements whilst 
calibrating was utilized which can use data collected 
from swing up without the need for additional 
centrifuge tests or models. The reduction in the data 
scatter was illustrated.  

The relationship between the total force registered 
by the sheets and the input acceleration was shown 
and the differing phase between the soil inside and 
outside the wall highlighted. The soil pressure 
distributions measured during the earthquake 
exhibited behavior reminiscent of the active and 
passive states usually assumed but did not increase 
linearly with depth or respond symmetrically for 
positive and negative accelerations.  

The comparison with measurements made from 
previously established instrumentation allows for 
greater confidence in the pressure profiles suggested. 
Overall, the use of tactile pressure sensors in this way 
offers unique insights into the soil behavior and thus 
the dual row system.  
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